ABSTRACT Node similarity Top-k query has always been a hot topic in the graph field. The existing node similarity Top-k query methods often need to traverse the whole graph, so its iterative calculation process is very inefficient on the large-scale graph. Besides, when the graph changes dynamically, it is difficult to update the query process and results adaptively, leading to the low accuracy of the query results. To solve those problems, in this paper, we propose a node similarity Top-k query method of the large-scale dynamic graph with weak repeated path constraint. In this method, we first divide the similarity relation according to the correlation degree of nodes in the base graph. Then, we put forward the direct similarity and the generic similarity, meanwhile, give their definition and expression, prove the isolation of direct similarity query in the base graph based on the direct similarity relation. And then a quick query method for the direct similarity Top-k attached result set of i step walk is given on the basis of the value of Top-k. When the attached result set of the direct similarity query cannot satisfy the strict Top-k query requirement, by setting weak repeated path multilevel constraint and introducing the idea of the Monte Carlo simulation, we put forward single-edge weaken factor and change the base graph into many single-direction graphs by weak pageRank random walk mechanism, and then realize the cumulative calculation for the generic similarity Top-k complete result set in single-direction graph set. Finally, according to the dynamic characteristics of the graph, based on the principle of local adaptation, we set the trigger update strategy of the base graph and the linkage update strategy of the weak single-direction graph set to ensure the accuracy of the query and minimize the updating maintenance cost. The experiments show that the method in this paper has great advantages in query efficiency, query accuracy, and update efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
As an abstract data structure, the graph can effectively describe the various objects and their relationships in the real world [1] , [2] , so it has been widely used in many fields, such as social network processing [3] , [4] , intelligent transportation network [5] and semantic web analysis [6] . In graph structure, the similarity measurement between nodes is the basis of various kinds of graph query processing [7] . Based
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on the similarity query result, we can perform quantitative analysis for the connection strength of each couple of nodes. As a result, similarity query of the graph has always been an important aspect of the research in the graph field. With the rapid development of the big data technology [8] and the information technology [9] , the scale of graph grows bigger and the nodes and edges of graph need to update dynamically [10] , [11] . Thus, how to process the node similarity Top-k query on large-scale dynamic graph [12] , [13] becomes a hotspot and difficulty in the graph field [14] .
The existing Top-k query methods of graph node similarity mostly need to traverse the whole graph for iterative calculation of the whole node similarity, and cannot give the results before the end of the iteration process. Therefore, those methods have a low query efficiency, cause waste of system resources, and the final result may make the sub-optimal similarity accumulation of the far-related nodes higher than the optimal one. Taking the paper award as an example, the k individuals with the highest score are selected by the author's ranking cumulative score, the authors with many named papers may achieve a higher score than those with first-named papers using whole-node query, which can cause wrong results. Moreover, the current methods often fail to update query process and result set quickly when the graph structure changes dynamically [15] . Therefore, those methods work well on small-scale graphs or static graphs [16] , but cannot satisfy the requirements of the similarity query efficiency and accuracy on large-scale dynamic graphs.
To solve those problems, in this paper, we propose a node similarity Top-k query method (BD-SR) with weak repeated path constraints. Firstly, we divide similarity relation according to the correlation degree between the nodes in the base graph, put forward direct similarity and generic similarity. Secondly, a quick query method for the direct similarity Top-k attached result set of the base graph in i step walk is given. Thirdly, we put forward single-edge weaken factor and change the base graph into many single-direction graphs by weak pageRank random walk mechanism, and then realize the cumulative calculation for generic similarity Topk complete result set in single-direction graph set. Finally, according to the dynamic characteristics of the graph, we set the trigger update strategy of the base graph and the linkage update strategy of the weak single-direction graph set.
We hereby summarize our main contributions as follows: 1. To avoid the problem that the inferior result after the aggregation is better than the optimal result in the Top-k query, we decide node correlation, divide the similarity relation, define the direct similarity and the generic similarity according to the relationship among the nodes. 2. Based on the direct similarity relation, we propose the isolation property of the base graph for the direct similarity query, and achieve the quick query method of direct similarity Top-k attached result set of the base graph. And according to the relation between the query result and the value of Top-k, the multilevel constraint of weak repeated path for attached result set is proposed, which then trigger the generic similarity calculation. 3. According to the problem that the generic similarity query has too many steps and a large calculation cost, we propose a cumulative method for generic similarity Top-k complete result set with weak repeated path constraint. That is to say, using Monte Carlo simulation and single-edge weaken factor, we change the base graph into weak single-direction graph set by weak pageRank random walk mechanism, and then realize the cumulative query for the generic similarity Top-k complete result set. 4. Taking the updating efficiency and accuracy of a dynamic graph into consideration, we proposed the update strategy of the base graph and the linking update strategy of the weak single-direction graph set account to the local self-adaption principle, to guarantee the query accuracy while lower the update maintenance cost as much as possible.
II. RELATED WORKS
Currently, researches of the similarity Top-k query method mainly focus on these following aspects.
In [17] , the authors put forward the Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm (FR) based on the 'fingerprint information' of the nodes for similarity query. However, the algorithm has a poor query efficiency on large-scale graphs because of the high dealing cost of the 'fingerprint information'. In [18] , the authors propose an algorithm of Co-citation similarity, which is defined by the amount of all entities that cite both nodes together, but the algorithm only considers the direct neighbors of nodes, which cannot adapt the requirements of multi-step Top-k query. Reference [19] gives out an accurate iterative algorithm, which needs to calculate the SimRank similarity of all nodes and has a large calculation cost. Based on that, [20] puts forward an iterative algorithm to calculate the similarity of dimension reduction. In detail, they reduce the dimension of metrics with pretreatment to calculate SimRank value approximately and then increase the calculation speed. However, this algorithm may cause the similarity aggregation which reduce the accuracy of the result. Lee et al propose a similarity algorithm based on TopSim [21] , which enumerate all the random walk path to calculate the similarity of node couples, so its efficiency is low on large-scale graph. Reference [22] measures users' preference of specific information by using SimRank algorithm in weighting, and then realizes the similarity recommend query. However, the method only adapts on small-scale graph, for the cost of weight calculation and query on large-scale graph is too much.
In [23] , the authors propose a kind of Kuhn-Munkres algorithm (KM), which improves the query efficiency by calculating the similarity boundary of the node couples beforehand. However, it needs much preparing work and when the graph updates, the similarity board need to renew, the algorithm has a low query efficiency on dynamic graph. In [19] , a random walk algorithm based on SimRank is proposed, denote the similarity by the expectation of the time that two random walks use from two nodes to meet, so its efficiency is high, but it cannot guarantee the accuracy on dynamic graph. In [24] the authors give out a similarity query method on the heterogeneous information network, which uses x-star mode to realize similarity query, but it has a high cost and the efficiency on dynamic graph is low. In [25] the authors propose a similarity measurement method based on the directed graph, measuring similarity according to the graph structure. However the processing is complex, the method cannot adapt to the dynamic graph.
In this paper, we have done intensive research on method of the node similarity Top-k query. Considering the impact on the query efficiency and accuracy when the scale of data or graph change dynamically, we propose a node similarity Top-k query method on large-scale dynamic graph with constraint of weak repeated path.
III. SIMILARITY PROGRESSIVE QUERY WITH WEAK REPEATED PATH CONSTRAINT
For the accumulative calculation of the node similarity on the large-scale graph, to avoid the problem that the aggregation of multiple 'far relation' shows a better result than 'near relation', firstly, we divide the relationship of similarity and give out the direct similarity Top-k attached result set quickly. Next, based on the determination of the Top-k value, we constrain the direct similarity result set with weak repeated path. Then, we change the base graph into weak single-direction graph set by weak pageRank random walk mechanism for the generic similarity progressive query, and finally give out the Top-k complete result set with multilevel constraint.
A. DIVISION OF THE SIMILARITY RELATION
In the node similarity Top-k query, we need to find the similar nodes of the query node u according to u and the amount of nodes within n steps from u, calculate the similarity between nodes, and then choose the k nodes which have the largest similarity with query node u. In this paper we use 'the base graph' to denote the primary data graph. In the base graph, the calculation of Top-k node similarity, which needs the similarity accumulation result of all neighbor nodes in n steps, to directly produce a large amount of iterative calculation cost, makes the query efficiency much lower, although we only need first k results from the similarity result set. Meanwhile, the nearest node may be replaced by another inferior node because of the aggregation of the similarity, thus causes error in the final query result. As a result, we divide the similarity relation into the direct similarity and the generic similarity according to the amount of meeting walk steps with the query node and the neighbor node. In the definition, u is the given query node, n is the tolerable maximum quantity of query step, set D = {a, b, c, d, e . . .} is the set of all nodes except the query node, node ω is where node u and v meet after i steps respectively. In the direct similarity, the value of the node Top-k query walk step amount i is usually related with the density of the graph (i values should not be too large, usually 1 ≤ i ≤ 3). The denser the graph is, the more the amount of edge is, the smaller i we choose to lower the query calculation time and improve efficiency.
2) GENERIC SIMILARITY RELATION
Generic similarity denotes the 'far' nodes of the query node, that is, nodes which have neighbors with the query node in j steps (i < j ≤ n). There is no direct similar nodes in the generic similar node set.
Definition 2 (Generic Similarity):
there is the generic similarity relation between u and v. We call v the direct similar node of u.
In the definition, u is the given query node, n is the tolerable maximum quantity of the query step, set D = {a, b, c, d, e . . .} is the set of all nodes except the query node, node ω is where node u and v meet after j steps respectively.
B. FAST QUERY OF DIRECT SIMILARITY TOP-k ATTACHED RESULT SET OF THE BASE GRAPH
From the division of the similarity relation in 3.1, the direct similarity node is the nearest node to the query node, and must be included in the Top-k query result set. Therefore, we need to calculate the direct similarity first.
According to the Definition 1, the direct similarity relation of nodes is determined by the amount of neighbor nodes which are relevant to the walk step i of the query node. Therefore, we can set walk step i as a small positive integer, which can minimize the direct similarity query walk step within tolerable range, to calculate the Top-k result set quickly. We also see that the direct similarity query is only relevant to the nodes that near the query node and is not influenced by the scale of the base graph.
Lemma: The direct similarity query node is judged by the amount of element in the set Ci = {a, b, c, d, e . . .}, which is the set of nodes that are neighbors of the query node u in i steps. When i is a fixed value, change of arbitrary node x that satisfies x / ∈ Ci will not influence the direct similarity query result.
Inference 1: (Isolation Property of the Direct Similarity Query):
The direct similarity query is only relevant to the amount of neighbor nodes which the query node can reach within i steps, and is not influenced by the scale of the base graph.
Proof: Assume that G is the base graph, u is the query node, x is a node which is not direct similar to u, Ci = {a, b, c, d, e . . .} is the set of the neighbor nodes in i steps from u.
For ∀x, xis a direct similar node of ¬u;
We have
We can conclude that the change of the nodes on the base graph G, which is not a direct similar node of the query node u, does not influence the result of the direct similarity query, that is to say, the direct similarity query does not rely on the scale of the base graph.
According to the isolation property of the direct similarity query, we know that the direct similarity query can be used on the base graph directly and has a high query accuracy. In this paper, we measure the similarity between nodes by the percentage of the common neighbor nodes between the query node and other nodes, so the equation (1) for the direct similarity of the nodes in i steps walk is as follows:
In which u is the query node,
i is the amount of nodes which are the istep neighbors of the node u or/and v, c is the attenuation factor (0 < c < 1). The bigger the step amount i is, the smaller c i is, which means that the similarity is smaller as the step amount of query node and other nodes becomes bigger. The pseudo-code for the computation of the direct similarity Top-k query is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The Direct Similarity Top-k Query Algorithm
Input: base graph G, reversed graph G r , vertices u, c, i;
add these neighbors to nSet;} 5 for w ∈ nSet do{ 6 find the k neighbors vertices of r in G; 7 add these neighbors to dSet;} 8 for e ∈ dSet do{ 9 find the k neighbors vertices of e in G r ; 10 add these neighbors to dnSet;
As the direct similarity calculation finished, the result set of it are the 'nearest' ones of the query node, so part or all of the set will be included in the Top-k query result. However, there may exist elements in the direct similarity result set that have the same similarity, and the quantity of the elements may not satisfy the requirement of k. Therefore, we call the result set as the attached result set of the Top-k query.
Definition 3 (Attached Result Set):
Assume that S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n } denotes the Top-k query attached result set, and elements S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m are sure to be included in the Top-k query result set (m ≤ n), but S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m may not be ordered, no same similarity, or satisfy the requirement of k.
According to the practice requirement, the attached result set S can be used as the Top-k query result without the constraint when the Top-k query is not strict (only need to give out k pieces of query result without the requirement of order or no same similarity), and the amount n of the elements S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n of the attached result set is larger than k.
C. CUMULATIVE QUERY OF GENERIC SIMILARITY TOP-k COMPLETE RESULT SET WITH WEAK REPEATED PATH CONSTRAINT
In most cases, Top-k query needs to be strict, that is to say, it needs an ordered, no same similarity result set with k elements. Moreover, the element amount n of the direct similarity query attached result set S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n may not always smaller than k (query requirement). As a result, we need to carry on weak available path order, no same, k value multilevel constraint to the generic result set S, increase i iteratively by 1 and perform aggregative query of generic similarity, and finally choose the result that satisfy the strict Top-k query requirement by superposition calculation.
Based on section 3.2, we set multilevel constraint on the attached result set S of the direct similarity query to make it ordered and with k elements which do not have the same similarity. We call this kind of result set as the Top-k complete result set.
Definition 4 (Complete Result Set):
Assume that A = {A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n } denotes the Top-k complete result set, and A must be included in the Top-k query result set, satisfying the query requirement,
According to the Definition 3, 4, the complete result set comes from the attached result set with multilevel constraint of weak repeated path. Therefore, it has the property shown in the Table 1 . We assume that n is the amount of element in the attached result set, k is the query requirement, S is the attached result set, and A is the complete result set.
1) CONSTRUCTION OF THE WEAK SINGLE-DIRECTION GRAPH SET
In the large-scale graph, increasing walk step will cause huge growth of the amount of the query nodes, lowering the query efficiency. As a result, we put forward the weak pageRank random walk mechanism with Monte Carlo simulation method. Using the unilateral weak factor, we change the base graph into the weak single-direction graph set with weak repeated path constraint, to perform the cumulative query of the generic similarity.
Definition 5: (Single-direction Graph): Assume that G s denotes the single-direction graph in the base graph, and we have G s : u ∈ G, v ∈ N o (u), (u, v) ∈ G s , and v is only one node at most. In the definition, node u is a node in the base graph G, N o (u) is the one-step neighbor node set for node u,, node v is the only one that is chosen from the set N o (u) randomly, (if the set N o (u) is empty, v is empty), (u, v) is the only out edge of u in the single-direction graph G s .
When we choose the single-direction graph, we need to choose one path from the query node and its related nodes randomly to calculate iteratively from the query node of the base graph. In that way, we can guarantee that each node has only one out edge but can have multiple in edge. To assure the efficiency of the random choosing, we utilize the pageRank random walk mechanism to choose the path, as Equation (2) shows.
In which P(u) is the probability that node u is visited, d denotes the probability that the algorithm continues, N is the number of all nodes that are in the base graph, in(u) denotes the set of nodes that point to the node u, out(v) denotes the set of other nodes which are pointed by the node v. The time overhead of the PageRank random walk method is related to the number of nodes included in the single-direction graph, and the size of the selected single-direction graph is determined by the specific Top-k query conditions and the walk steps i. If the number of nodes is n and the number of edges connected to the nodes is e, then the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n + e), In the experimental evaluation, in the data set containing 49 million nodes and 1 billion edges, the pageRank random walk mechanism is used to transform 50 single-direction graphs with k is 30 and the walk steps is 4, the response time is only 1.1 seconds, which is very efficient. Figure 1 shows the situation that the base graph changes into the single-direction graph.
As shown in figure 1 , in the base graph G, with the node i as the query node, the walk steps is 1, and the set of the neighbor nodes of the node i is selected as {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, j}, through the random walk mechanism to ensure that each node has one and only one output edge, but there can be more than one input edge, and a single-direction graph is generated as shown in figure 1 . From Figure 1 we can know that the single-direction graph by random walk decreases the scale of the graph in a large part when the base graph is a dense graph. Each single-direction graph only contains part of the information of the base graph since the single-direction graph is chosen by random walk in the base graph. To guarantee the accuracy of the genetic similarity query result, we need to choose n single-direction graphs as a single-direction graph set and add up the probability that the query node meets other nodes of all single-direction graphs in the set. However, if there are some nodes of which have few output edges or only have one output edge, every single-direction graph may contain those edges in pageRank random walk choosing, and then those edges will be added repeatedly in similarity calculation, finally influences the accuracy of the result.
To avoid the problem, we introduce the unilateral weak factor w = 1/ n to each edge in the single-direction graph, in which n denotes the chosen frequency. The more times an edge is chosen, the lower the influence of the edge is, and the probability of choosing the edge repeatedly will be lower. We call the path that is chosen by the weak pageRank random walk mechanism on the base graph as the weak repeated path, and the set of the single-direction graph that satisfies the constraint of the weak repeated path as the weak single-direction graph set. Figure 2 shows how the weak single-direction graph set is constructed. As shown in Figure 2 , single-direction graph 1, singledirection graph 2 . . . single-direction graph n are all single-direction graphs that are generated by the weak repeated path constraint from the base graph G. In the single-direction graph 1, since it is the first generated VOLUME 7, 2019 single-direction graph, the single-edge weak factor parameters w of each edge are all 1, and as the number of generated single-direction graphs is increased, the single-edge weak factor parameters of each side are calculated by w = 1/ n . Take node h as an example, since h only has one output edge, all the single-direction graphs contain edge (h, c). In the single-direction graph 1, the influence of edge (h, c) is 1, and in the single-direction graph 2, the influence becomes 1/2 according to the unilateral weak factor. That is to say, the influence caused by repeated aggregation of an edge is decreased.
2) THE CUMULATIVE QUERY OF THE GENERIC SIMILARITY
We have known that in order to find the similar node v of the query node u, we need to first find the possible nodes where node u and node v meet in j-step random walk. The generic similarity query has a low efficiency on the base graph because the number of random walk step is large, we replace the whole node similarity on the base graph by the cumulative similarity in the single-direction graph based on the Monto Carlo simulation method.
As can be seen from Section 3.3.1, in a generic similar query, the correlation of each single-direction graph generated by weak repeated path constraints is small. Assume that the single-direction graphs in the weak single-direction graph set G s = {G s1 , G s2 , . . . G sn } are independent random samples. We allocate random weight factor for the edges on the base graph G, and according to the law of large numbers, we have:
So that when n → ∞, the difference of the average of the samples and the average of the whole elements can be smaller than arbitrary positive number ε. Because the single-direction graphs in the weak single-direction graph set have a tiny relevance which is only related to the neighbor nodes of the query node u within j steps, we can conclude from the Monte Carlo simulation method that the result based on the weak single-direction graphs set G s satisfies the error requirement of the base graph G and has a faster astringency when the single-direction graph samples G s1 , G s2 , . . . G sn in G s satisfy path coverage.
Inference 2 (Reliability of the Generic Similarity Query):
The accuracy of the generic similarity query can satisfy the requirement of the real result set when the random walk single-direction graph samples in the single-direction graph set satisfy the coverage of the edges of the base graph.
The node generic similarity query chooses query nodes u and random meeting nodes in j step in the whole single-direction graph set, and searches the similar nodes v of node u reversely according to the meeting nodes, so the equation (4) for the generic similarity of the nodes in j steps walk is as follows:
In which node u, v are random walk nodes, ω is the meeting node. p t (u, ω) and p t (v, ω) are probabilities that node u, v meet after random walk, and the probabilities equal to reciprocal product of the out degree of the nodes that node u, v visit during random walk respectively, j is the number of step in random walk, I ω is the initial similarity for node u, v, usually I ω = 1, π w is product of the unilateral weak factor of the nodes that are visited by node u, v during the random walk. The pseudo-code for the computation of the generic similarity Top-k query is presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 The Generic Similarity Top-k Query Algorithm
Input: base graph G, reversed graph G r , vertices u, c; Output: Top-k result The direct similarity subordinate result set is further constrained by the calculation of the generic similarity query. When the result meets the needs of Top-k complete result set, the iteration is stopped immediately and the results are output to improve the query efficiency.
IV. SELF-ADAPTIVE DYNAMIC UPDATE
As mentioned above, the node similarity Top-k query method can give out result that satisfies the requirements quickly on the large-scale graphs. However, when the graph changes dynamically, we need to update and maintain the graph data to guarantee the accuracy of the query result. In this paper, we realize the self-adaptive dynamic update which can give consideration to both the query efficiency and the accuracy.
A. TRIGGER UPDATE OF THE BASE GRAPH
The real-time update on the base graph costs very much, and the changes which do not influence the result cause waste of resources directly. On the other hand, cumulative update may cause error in the query result, and then lower the query accuracy. Therefore, we choose the Top-k query requirement as the update trigger, and process the self-adaptive trigger update. The rule of trigger is as follows:
Step1: Judge whether changes occur on the output edge set
If the changes occur, utilize the real-time update in the query.
Step2: If the changes on query node u or the output edge (u, v) of u do not occur, judges will continue on the edge set
s } of which the start nodes are visited by node u in i steps. If the changes occur on edge (v, r), the real-time update will be utilized.
Step3: If neither step1 nor step2 occurs, the periodic update with t as period will be occurred.
In conclusion, using the relation between the change of the graph and the query requirement as the judging standard, the trigger update includes the real-time update and the periodic update.
1) REAL-TIME UPDATE
The real-time update is mainly for the changes of the query node and its neighbor nodes in i steps. When those changes occur, the real-time update will be utilized to guarantee the accuracy of the query result.
Step1: Judge whether changes occur on the query node u and its output edge set
If changes occur on the nodes u or on its out edge set E, utilize the update. If not, continue running step2, and then we have found new direct similarity part of the node set of the updated query node, which can be used to update the result directly.
Step2: Move on to judge whether changes occur on the istep neighbor node set of the neighbor nodes of the query node u. If changes do not occur, stop traversing and keep the result unchanged. If the changes occur, find out the output edges in the set and i-step neighbor nodes respectively, and then calculate the direct similarity query result again.
2) CUMULATIVE UPDATE
When changes of the graph has no or little relevance with the query result, to lower the update cost, we accumulate those changes in a specific time period and record them by an assistant table space , then update the result periodically. Since in that time period there may have some nodes or edges which are deleted or added several times, we need to merge the recorded changes in the assistant table space , and then update the base graph using the final change to increase the efficiency.
In the assistant table space we add a label with initial value 0 to each record. We only record changes of edges because changes of nodes can be denoted by changes of edges. Then we add the value of the labels in every period t to update the graph. For example, delete the edge (a, b), we record the label value of the edge (a, b) in the auxiliary table space as −1, When adding edge (a, b) , the label is +1. We add the labels of the same edge before periodical update, if the sum is 0, we operate nothing on the base graph; if the sum is not 0, we add or delete the edge on the base graph. For edges which only have one record, we update directly without aggregation.
B. LINKED UPDATE OF THE WEAK SINGLE-DIRECTION GRAPH SET
As shown in section 3.3, we change the base graph into the weak single-direction graph set after processing the weak repeated path constraint on the base graph. When the base graph changes, we need to update the single-direction graph set to guarantee the query accuracy. To avoid choosing single-direction graphs again, we update changes of edges and nodes in all single-direction graphs of the single-direction graph set respectively based on the partial update principle. The strategy of update is as follows:
Adding edges: When edge (a, b) is added in the base graph, judge the number of out edge Num (a) of the head node a of the edge (a, b). If Num (a) = 0 before the operation, add edge (a, b) in all single-direction graphs; if not, choose another output edge for that node in all single-direction graphs.
Deleting edges: When edge (a, b) is deleted in the base graph, judge the number of output edge Num (a) of the head node a of the edge (a, b). If Num (a) = 1 before the operation, delete edge (a, b) in all single-direction graphs; if not, choose another output edge for that node in all single-direction graphs which contain the edge before the operation.
Adding nodes: When a node is added in the base graph, at the same time, judge whether there is an increase in the edge. If there exist, update the single-direction graph set as method used when adding edges; if not, we do not need to update the single-direction graph set because the random walk paths of each nodes are not changed.
Deleting nodes: When a node is deleted in the base graph, judge whether there is a side with the node as the head node. If there exist, delete the node and the edge with the node as the head node in all the single-direction graph in the weak single-direction graph set, and continue to judge whether there is a side with the node as the tail node in the base map, If there do not exist, do not operate the single-direction graph set; If there exist, delete those edges and find head nodes of those edges. For nodes which do not have any other output edge, no operator are processed, for others, choose another output edge for those nodes in all single-direction graphs. Figure 3 shows the situation of updating the single-direction graphs in the single-direction graph set when node f is deleted and edge (g, h) is added in the base graph.
As shown in Figure 3 , when deleting node f and adding edges (g, h) in the base graph, the base graph is trigger updated and is linkage updated by local adaptation. In the single-direction graph, delete the node f and delete all edges (f, e) of starting and ending with the node f, since edge (g, h) is added, it is knowing that the starting node of this edge is the node g, and then re-select an output edge for the node g in all single-direction graphs as the output edge for the node g in that single-direction graph. In Figure 3 , the original selected edge (g, e) is replaced by the re-selected edge (g, h. We can minimize the cost of update on the single-direction graph set by operating every nodes and edges partially in each single-direction graph, and then improve the integral query efficiency of the Top-k query in large-scale dynamic graph.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In the experiments, we analyze our works in the query efficiency, the reliability of the query and the update efficiency to verify the effectiveness of the BD-SR algorithm proposed in this paper. All the simulations are conducted on a computer equipped with Intel Core i7 3.6 GHz CPU, 16GB of RAM, 2TB of HDD. We utilize FR algorithm and KM algorithm in comparison. The experimental data sets are Ca-Grqc (CG), Wiki-Vote (WV), Web-Google (WG), Web-Berkstan (WB), Wikipedia (WK), Twitter (TW) six graph data sets. The density of the graph in each data set is calculated by the ratio of edge to node. Table 2 is the specific parameter of the data set. Figure 4 shows the comparison of the node direct similarity query and other algorithms. Assume that k = 10, n ≥ k, the x-axis denotes each dataset, the y-axis denotes the Topk query efficiency. We choose the average time of query to measure the query efficiency in the experiments.
A. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS OF THE DIRECT SIMILARITY TOP-k QUERY
As shown in Figure 4 , with the increase of the data set scale, the query time of several algorithms increases. The FR algorithm and the KM algorithm have a low query efficiency because they both filter unqualified nodes, and the FR algorithm reduces the query efficiency more than the KM algorithm in the dense graph. However, the BD-SR algorithm proposed in this paper only needs to filter out the direct similarity nodes of the query node, which is only related to the density of the base graph. The scale of the graph has little effect on the algorithm. Therefore, the amount of data to be processed is very small and the efficiency is the highest. The experimental data shows that the average efficiency of the BD-SR algorithm in the dense graph (WV, WB, TW) is nearly 6 times higher than that of the FR algorithm, and nearly 10 times higher than the KM algorithm, The average efficiency of the BD-SR algorithm in the sparse graph (CG, WG, WK) is nearly 7 times higher than the FR algorithm and nearly 10 times higher than the KM algorithm. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the reliability of the direct similarity query and other algorithms. Assume that n ≥ k, the x-axis denotes the query value k of the Top-k query, and the y-axis denotes the accuracy. In this experiment we use the average reliability of six set of data to compare our algorithm with the FR algorithm and the KM algorithm. As shown in Figure 5 , the BD-SR algorithm proposed in this paper will first perform query classification, and the Top-k query results are included in the direct similarity query result set, so the accuracy is relatively high and relatively stable. However the FR algorithm and the KM algorithm when k = 20 and k = 50 generate a situation which the similarity of many long-distance nodes accumulated is more than that of the close-distance ones, which leads to a linear decrease in query accuracy. The experimental data shows that the average reliability of the BD-SR algorithm is 1.2 times that of the FR algorithm and 1.1 times that of the KM algorithm. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the efficiency of the generic similarity query and other algorithms. Assume that k = 30, n ≥ k, the x-axis denotes each data set, the y-axis denotes the Top-k query efficiency. We choose the average time of query to measure the query efficiency in the experiments.
B. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE DIRECT SIMILARITY TOP-k QUERY RESULT

C. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS OF THE GENERIC SIMILARITY TOP-k QUERY RESULT
As shown in Figure 6 , with the increase of the data set scale, the query time of several algorithms increases. Since the BD-SR algorithm proposed in this paper needs to convert the base graph into the single-direction graph set, the preprocessing time overhead is increased, however, after conversion, the BD-SR algorithm directly performs general similarity query in multiple single-direction graphs, which is not affected by the density of the graph, the efficiency is extremely high. Both the FR algorithm and the KM algorithm query in the base graph, the cost of calculating the multi-step walk node is too high, and the query efficiency is low. The experimental data shows that the average efficiency of the BD-SR algorithm in the dense graph (WV, WB, TW) is nearly 2.4 times higher than that of the FR algorithm, and nearly 3.4 times higher than that of the KM algorithm, on the sparse graph (CG, WG, WK). The average efficiency of the BD-SR algorithm is nearly 2.1 times higher than the FR algorithm and nearly 3.6 times higher than the KM algorithm. Figure 7 shows the comparison of the reliability of the generic similarity query and other algorithms. Assume that n ≥ k, the x-axis denotes the query value k of the Top-k query, and the y-axis denotes the accuracy. In this experiment we use the average reliability of six set of data to compare our algorithm with other algorithms. The comparison algorithms are FR algorithm and KM algorithm, and the maximum number of iterations is 150.
D. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE GENERIC SIMILARITY TOP-k QUERY RESULT
As shown in Figure 7 , the BD-SR algorithm proposed in this paper will first perform query classification. The BD-SR algorithm proposed in this paper adopts the multiple single-direction graphs probability encounter query method, and the accuracy decreases when k = 80, but the average accuracy is approximately 85%, is similar to the original graph query of the FR algorithm and the KM algorithm, which has high reliability. VOLUME 7, 2019 
E. ANALYSIS OF SELF-ADAPTIVE DYNAMIC UPDATE STRATEGY
Since the updating of nodes can be divided into a series of edge updates, the experiments verify the effectiveness of the update strategy by analyzing the updating efficiency of the edges. The experiments simulate the dynamic change of the edges of the data set. Each data set is a base graph. Each time, 1000 edges of the base graph are randomly selected for updating operation, in which the insert edge operation accounts for about 80%, and the delete edge operation accounts for about 20%. Calculate the time of the single-direction graph update, and repeat the experiment for 10 times per data set to get the average value. Table 2 shows the update time of single-direction graphs for updating 1000 edges on six data sets. As shown in Table 3 , the local update strategy proposed in this paper, in the 6 data sets of different scales and different densities, the millisecond-level update efficiency can be realized, and the average update time is about 0.839 seconds, with real-time update capability.
In conclusion, the BD-SR algorithm proposed in this paper has a better achievement than other algorithms on the Top-k query efficiency, the accuracy of the query result, and the update efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have a deep research on the node similarity Top-k query method of large-scale dynamic graph. We put forward a node similarity Top-k query method with weak repeated path constraint on large-scale dynamic graph to solve current problems, Firstly, we divide the similarity relation into the direct similarity and the generic similarity to provide the basis for query, secondly, based on the direct similarity relation, we propose the isolation property of the direct similarity query to realize the quick query of the attached result sets, and then we propose the generic similarity accumulated computation method with weak repeated path constraint to solve the problem that the generic similarity query on the base graph has too many walk steps and too much calculation cost. Finally, for dynamic graph, we propose the trigger update strategy on the base graph and the linked update strategy on the single-direction graph set to guarantee the query accuracy while minimizing the update cost. 
